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We demonstrate persistent high degrees of spin polarization (SPD) up to 70% during light emission
in (In1-xGax)As quantum-dot–well (QD–QW) hybrid nanosystems, where QD excited states are laterally
tunnel coupled through the adjacent two-dimensional QW potential depending on the QW thickness. Spin-
polarized electrons are photo-excited by using circularly polarized light pulses. The decay time of spin
relaxation, obtained by that of the SPD, is 70 times larger than the photoluminescence decay time. The
temporally constant SPD is sustained by a selective transfer of minority spins among QDs after flipping
from the majority spins, which is promoted by a moderate state filling of lower-energy spin sublevels in
surrounding QDs. The spin transfer times are deduced as functions of the QW thickness and excited-spin
density. These results can provide a precise control of lateral interdot spin-transfer dynamics and resultant
suppression of spin relaxation in QD ensembles.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.10.034015

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are regarded as the
most promising nanomaterials for extremely low-energy
consumption optical and photonic devices [1–3]. Self-
assembly grown high-density III-V compound semicon-
ductor QDs such as InAs and (In1-xGax)As achieved high
performances, not affected by ambient temperature [4,5].
Recently, top-down nanotechnology has provided well-
designed high-density QDs of GaAs and (In1-xGax)N [6,7].
In addition, the semiconductor QDs exhibit significant sup-
pression of carrier- or exciton-spin relaxation originating
from motional freezing due to strong three-dimensional
(3D) quantum confinements [8–10]. Therefore, if this char-
acteristic spin property in QDs can be integrated into
device structures, one can provide a new concept of an
optical device that transmits and receives spin information
superimposed on light and photons [11–14]. This con-
cept will enable a technology platform for integration of
quantum optoelectronics in future information processing
with ultra-low-energy consumption. For this purpose, it
is essential to maintain the spin polarization during light
emission.

Carrier migration among high-density QDs is com-
monly observed due to tunneling between neighboring
dots [15,16]. The tunneling of spin-polarized carriers can
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affect the total spin polarization of the QD ensemble. It is
usually challenging to study the effects of wavefunction
coupling without changes of other structural parameters
such as the size, spacing, strain, and density. Vertically
coupled QDs with various spacer thicknesses were inves-
tigated to demonstrate the wavefunction coupling and
related carrier dynamics [17–19]. However, the stacking of
a self-assembled QD layer can also often affect structural
properties including the growth-dependent interdot spac-
ing in addition to the above factors. Moreover, it is highly
challenging to investigate the spin dynamics in laterally
coupled QD systems, where many QDs can collaboratively
contribute to the spin dynamics. This concept can also pave
the way for the dynamical formation of a so-called spin
network.

In this study, we use In0.5Ga0.5As QD layers tunnel-
coupled with quantum wells (QWs) of In0.1Ga0.9As
through GaAs barriers. We reveal that the electron wave-
functions localized in each QD can be laterally coupled
when the two-dimensional-(2D)-QW potential is close to a
thin tunneling barrier. This tunnel-coupled QD-QW hybrid
nanosystem is of significance as electron spins are laterally
transferred among QDs through spin-conserving tunnel-
ing, which can be precisely controlled only by a simple
structural parameter, the QW thickness t. We had already
established the crystal growth of such a tunnel-coupled
QD-QW structure [20,21]. Our previous studies using
the QD-QW structures revealed an efficient and ultrafast
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spin injection from the QW into QDs with injection time
constants smaller than 10 ps and spin-conservation rates
higher than 90%. This spin transfer dynamics was not
affected by temperature at least up to 200 K; therefore, it is
of importance for room-temperature device operation [22].

In addition, the spin-injection efficiency can be largely
affected by the filling effect for spin-split states in QDs,
where the spin polarization in QDs after injection degrades
by the filling at majority spin states (Pauli’s spin blocking).
Minority spins can be continuously injected, while the
injection of majority spins is blocked by the filling, which
makes the number ratio of both spins closer leading to spin
relaxation [23]. High-density QDs were used to overcome
the spin blocking [24], which completely agrees with the
development of QD lasers [25,26]. Spin-dependent filling
can also affect the spin dynamics in the laterally coupled
QD systems we investigate in this study.

Circularly polarized time-resolved PL is measured; the
time-dependent circular polarization can directly reflect
the time-dependent spin polarization at emissive states
due to the optical selection rule [27]. QD ensembles with
thicker QWs, where the interdot coupling is stronger, show
features of a collective behavior of spin relaxation. We
observe that the decay time of the circular polarization
becomes 35 times larger than that of the PL intensity,
which implies that the spin relaxation time becomes 70
times larger than the PL decay time. The mechanism is
quantitatively discussed based on a rate-equation analy-
sis and an effective rate of the spin transfer among QDs
is determined as a function of the excited spin density.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The QD-QW-coupled structures are grown by molec-
ular beam epitaxy; the details are described in previous
studies [20–22]. Briefly, 400-nm-thick GaAs buffers are
grown on GaAs (001) substrates at 580 °C. In0.1Ga0.9As
QWs with thicknesses of t = 6, 10, and 20 nm, and sub-
sequently 8-nm-thick GaAs tunneling barriers are grown
at 520 °C. The substrate temperature is decreased down
to 500 °C for a self-assembled growth of In0.5Ga0.5As QD
layers with a nominal thickness of 2 nm. The QD layers are
immediately capped by a 10-nm-thick GaAs layer after the
QD formation, and subsequently by a 30-nm-thick GaAs
layer at an increased temperature of 580 °C. The sheet
density of the QD layer is approximately 2 × 1010 cm−2,
which is relatively high; however, it is designed so that
the interdot coupling can be neglected. The average diam-
eter is approximately 25 nm. Circularly polarized light
pulses of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser are employed
as an excitation light source to perform time-synchronized
electron-spin orientation in the GaAs barriers, where the
light energy is tuned to 1.55 eV to excite the bottom
of the energy band of GaAs. The ideal initial circular-
polarization degree (CPD) generated by this optical spin

orientation is 50% at the GaAs barrier [27]. Time-resolved
PL from the QDs and QWs is measured at 6 K using a
streak camera. The PL helicity is discriminated using a pair
of linear polarizer and quarter-wave plates.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show a typical AFM image of
the surface of the In0.5Ga0.5As-QD layer grown at iden-
tical conditions and the 2D fast Fourier transform (2D
FFT) image obtained from the AFM image. In Fig. 1(a),
the AFM image shows closer dot separation along the x
direction than that along the y direction, resulting from
atomically-scaled steps on the substrate surface. The aver-
aged nearest-neighbor distance of the horizontally aligned
QDs in Fig. 1(a) is deduced to be 64 nm from the 2D
FFT, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows a high-angle
annular-dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy (STEM) image of the In0.5Ga0.5As QD
in the QD-QW coupled structure with a barrier thickness
of 6 nm and QW thickness of 20 nm, showing the single
crystal QD structure with a diameter and height of 20 and
4 nm, respectively. Figure 1(d) shows a TEM image of the
whole QD-QW hybrid nanostructure, where the structure
of this thinner barrier is observed as intentionally designed.
Bright-field STEM shows local strain generation as dark
contrast areas less than a few tens of nanometers in z
contrast of the QW as well as a more obvious strain gen-
erated in the QD area. However, strain is not observed in
the GaAs barrier between the QW and QD layers, which
is similar to the buffer layer below the QW. Therefore,
we judge that strain generation in the GaAs barrier on
the QW can be negligible, suggesting that the dot-growth
conditions on this GaAs barrier layer are not significantly
affected by the existence of QW and therefore, are almost
identical among our samples.

The carrier wavefunctions in the QD-QW hybrid nanos-
tructures are calculated using the NEXTNANO software [28].
The calculation models assume a 1-nm-thick wetting layer,
two truncated pyramidal QDs with a base length of 20 nm,
and a center-to-center distance between the QDs of 60 nm,
considering the inner In concentration and resultant strain
distributions, based on the above observations of the QD
structures. Figures 1(g)–1(j) show spatial maps of the exis-
tence probability of the electron wavefunction at the first
excited state (ES) of a QD as a function of t. The electron
wavefunction without a QW is strongly localized at one
of the two dots [Fig. 1(g)]. In contrast, the wavefunction
spreads over the two neighboring dots in the samples with
QWs [Figs. 1(h)–1(j)], and the degree of wavefunction
penetration becomes more significant with the increase
of t.

The calculations indicate that the existence of the
adjusted 2D QW potential enhances the coupling strength
of the electron wavefunctions among the laterally
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FIG. 1. (a) AFM image of
the In0.5Ga0.5As QDs. (b) 2D
FFT image from the AFM
image in (a). (c) Cross-sectional
HAADF-STEM lattice image
of the In0.5Ga0.5As QD in the
QD-QW hybrid nanostructure,
where the degree of brightness
reflects the In concentration. (d)
Cross-sectional TEM image of
the QD-QW hybrid nanostructure
with a 6-nm-thick GaAs barrier
and 20-nm-thick QW, where the
dashed white lines are introduced
to help the visualization. (e)
Schematic drawing of the sample
structure. (f) Schematic band
alignment along the thickness
direction and the resultant energy
levels of an electron and a hole
in the coupled QD-QW structure
with a QW thickness of 20 nm.
3D spatial maps of the existence
probabilities of electron wave-
function at the first excited state
(ES) between two neighboring
QDs, (g) without a QW, and with
(h) 6-nm-, (i) 10-nm-, and (j)
20-nm-thick QWs.

aligned QDs. This implies that spin-polarized electrons
migrate among QDs through the wavefunction coupling
(tunneling) from higher-energy ESs to lower-energy ESs
in surrounding QDs depending on the QD size and strain.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) show circularly polarized PL spectra
and corresponding CPD from the QD-QW coupled struc-
tures with various t, where the GaAs barrier is excited
using right-handed circularly polarized (σ+) light pulses.
CPD is defined as CPD = (Iσ+ − Iσ−)/(Iσ+ + Iσ−), where
Iσ + and Iσ − denote the PL intensities with co- and
cross-circular polarizations for the excitation polarization,
respectively. The broad PL spectra, from 1.3 to 1.4 eV,
mainly correspond to ESs in the QD ensemble; the PL
intensity decreases for lower energies due to the detection
limit of the streak camera. PL spectra from the ground state
(GS) are measured using a conventional CCD detector; the
spectral peak energies are indicated by the black arrows in
the figures. The weak but sharp PL spectral peak observed
at the higher-energy region originates from the QW [20–
22]. A thicker QW sample exhibits a higher QW-PL inten-
sity, accompanied by a shift of the PL peak toward lower
energies and higher CPD. On the other hand, for the QD-
ES spectrum, the CPD exhibits the maximum value around
the higher-energy spectral edge and gradually decreases at
lower energies. The QD samples with thicker QWs (t = 10
and 20 nm) exhibit the maximum CPD of 80%, which is

higher than that of the 6-nm-thick QW sample of 70%.
Time-response curves of these circularly polarized PLs
from the QD ESs are shown in Figs. 2(d)–2(f). A sin-
gle exponential decay curve of the time-dependent CPD
is observed only in the sample with t = 6 nm, while two
components in the CPD decay curves are observed in the
other samples. The sample with t = 6 nm exhibits a CPD
decay time of 0.5 ns, which is similar to that observed in
the QD samples grown under identical conditions without
QWs. The CPD decay curves of the samples with t = 10
and 20 nm contain a similar decaying component in the
time region larger than 0.4 ns, where the PL intensities are
almost negligible. In contrast, significantly slower decay-
ing components in the CPD decay curves are observed in
the time region smaller than 0.4 ns, dominant during the
PL emission. A surprisingly long, i.e., tentatively constant
CPD decaying feature can be particularly observed in the
sample with t = 20 nm. From the analysis of the time-
resolved PL spectra, we judge that the former PL CPD
decaying component after 0.4 ns is caused by GSs with
high energies confined in smaller dots in the QD ensem-
ble. Therefore, we focus on the latter markedly slow CPD
component originating only from ESs.

Figure 3 shows the time constants responsible for the
circularly polarized PL decay curves as a function of t. The
CPD decay time (τCPD) corresponds to half of the time
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

FIG. 2. Circularly polarized PL
spectra and corresponding CPD as
a function of the photon energy
at 6 K from the QD-QW hybrid
nanosystems with (a) 6-nm-, (b)
10-nm-, and (c) 20-nm-thick QWs
at an excitation power of 2.5 mW,
where the spectral peak energy of
the QD ground state (GS) is indi-
cated by the black arrows. Cir-
cularly polarized transient PL and
corresponding CPD as a function
of the time in the samples with (d)
6-nm-, (e) 10-nm-, and (f) 20-nm-
thick QWs, measured at detection
energy windows corresponding to
the ESs in the QD ensembles, out-
lined by the black dashed lines in
(a)–(c).

constant of spin relaxation in a usual spin-split two-level
system [29]. However, the CPD decay time in Fig. 3(a)
systematically increases with t, and exhibits the maximum
value of 3.6 ns for t = 20 nm, corresponding to a spin relax-
ation time of 7.2 ns. The ratio between the CPD decay
time and the decay time of the PL intensity (τ PL) for the
majority spin (σ+; co-polarization) is shown in Fig. 3(b).
The maximum ratio reaches the value of 35 for t = 20 nm,
corresponding to 70 times higher value of the spin relax-
ation time compared with the PL decay time. This ratio
is one order larger than that of about 6 to 7 observed in
conventional QD samples without QWs [23]. In order to
provide further insights, the decay times of the PL inten-
sities for each polarization are plotted as a function of t in
Fig. 3(c). The difference in the PL decay times between
the two polarizations is significant for t = 6 nm, which
reveals the CPD decaying characteristic as a function of
time, i.e., the spin relaxation. However, this difference
becomes smaller with the increase of t; the decay time of
σ− (cross-circular; minority spins) becomes smaller and
the changes of σ+ (co-circular; majority spins) are signif-
icantly smaller. Therefore, the significant slowing of the
CPD decay observed in the samples with thicker QWs
can be directly attributed to the decrease of the PL decay
time for the σ− polarization (minority spins). The time-
integrated CPDs of the samples with t = 10 and 20 nm
exceed 80%, as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).

Kalevich et al. reported a spin redistribution effect due
to the Pauli blocking in QD ensembles [30]. Majority spins
at ESs are restricted to relax to a lower-energy GS after the
filling of the GS due to the spin-dependent Pauli blocking
under a certain excitation power; only minority spins can
relax to the GS. In this case, the spin polarization can be
temporally enhanced at ESs after a pulsed spin excitation,

i.e., the temporal PL CPD increases with the delay time up
to the maximum, and then decreases as the spin population
decreases due to emission. The maximum value of CPD
is a function of the strength of the interdot coupling and
excitation power, as shown using numerical calculations.
According to the suggested model, we consider the spin
transfer dynamics among the laterally tunnel-coupled QD
ESs. The time-dependent spin dynamics are quantitatively
analyzed using rate equations by considering the spin-state
filling as well as spin relaxation [23].

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Time constants (a) τCPD, (b) τCPD/τσ+
PL , and (c) τσ±

PL of
the circularly polarized QD ES PL, where τCPD is the CPD decay
time and τσ±

PL are the PL decay times of the σ± polarizations, as
a function of the QW thickness t.
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(b) (c)

GS

E QD1 QD2

1st ES

Higher state
PL from QD1ES

Pauli blocking

Lower state
PL from QD2GS

τtrτtreffeff

τrdτrd
τrdτrd

QWQW

PL

Barrier

exc.

PL

1st ES

GS

(a)

rad rad

FIG. 4. (a) Spin-split rate
equation model including
electron-spin tunneling through
coupling of electron wavefunc-
tions in ESs and subsequent
energy relaxation into a lower-
energy ground state in a single
QD, where the ESs detected by
the time-resolved PL is expressed
as first ES, while the ground state
is expressed as GS (left-hand
side). A schematic illustration of
this model is also shown at the
right-hand side. Simulation results
for the transient CPD of the first
ES for various (b) τ eff

tr with a fixed
parameter Nb/Dσ±

QD2 = 3, and (c)
Nb/Dσ±

QD2 with τ eff
tr = 50 ps.

The rate-equation model is illustrated in Fig. 4(a); the
rate equations can be expressed as

dNb

dt
= − Nb

τinj

{
η±

(
1 − N σ±

QD1

Dσ±
QD1

)
+ η±

(
1 − N σ±

QD2

Dσ±
QD2

)}
,

(1)

dN σ±
QD1(2)

dt
= Nb

τinj
η±

(
1 − N σ±

QD1(2)

Dσ±
QD1(2)

)
+ N σ∓

QD1(2)

τs

− N σ±
QD1(2)

(
1
τs

+ 1
τrad

)
− (+)

N σ±
QD1

τ eff
tr

(
1 − N σ±

QD2

Dσ±
QD2

)
,

(2)

where Nb and τ inj are the initial population of a σ+ -
polarized (co-circular majority spin) electron at the barrier
and time constant of spin injection from the barrier into a
QD, respectively; η± denotes the spin-conservation factor
during injection [31], and τ s and τ rad denote the time con-
stants of spin relaxation and radiative recombination at the
QD ES, respectively.

We introduce a parameter τ eff
tr , which is an effective

time constant of the nonradiative decaying processes from
the ESs, including thermal escape, trapping by defects or
impurities, transformation into a dark exciton state, and
energy relaxation to lower-energy sublevels in individual
QDs, when electron wavefunctions are coupled in the ESs
among neighboring QDs [labeled as first ES in Fig. 4(a)].

The final energy-relaxation processes should be dominant,
as the thermal escape and trappings can be neglected at 6
K in the QDs. The transformation rate into the dark exci-
ton is usually markedly slow and constant with respect to
t and excitation power. The strength of state filling is also
included, as described in the above reference [23] using
a parameter of Nb/D, where D is the density of the spin-
split states. The two parameters of τ eff

tr and filling are of
importance for the transient behavior of the CPD. Simula-
tions of the transient CPD behavior as a function of time
at the ESs (first ES) by varying the two parameters are
shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).The inherent values of τ rad
and τ s at the ES are 0.3 and 0.8 ns, respectively, obtained
from separate experiments using QDs grown under iden-
tical conditions without QWs. A single exponential decay
curve of the CPD is observed for τ eff

tr =1 ns [Fig. 4(b)]; the
CPD exhibits a nonmonotonic time response for a smaller
τ eff

tr , though τ s is fixed to 0.8 ns. The time response of the
CPD is almost constant at the initial time region, smaller
than 0.3 ns, with τ eff

tr =50 ps. The transient CPD exhibits
an amplification at the time region smaller than 0.1 ns
with a smaller τ eff

tr =10 ps. On the other hand, the state fill-
ing parameter Nb/D for the lower state GS also affects the
transient CPD behavior [Fig. 4(c)]. The value of 3 of this
parameter reveals an almost time-insensitive CPD at the
initial time region.

The excitation light powers are relatively strong to fill
the excited states to which we pay attention. Auger effects
are well known to occur in the QD systems and are
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

FIG. 5. Circularly polarized
time-resolved PL and corre-
sponding CPD, best fitted by
rate equations (solid lines) for
the samples with a 20-nm-thick
QW at an excitation power of (a)
2.5, (b) 7.5, and (c) 10 mW. The
results at an excitation power of
3 mW for the samples with QW
thicknesses t of (d) 6 , (e) 10 , and
(f) 20 nm are shown.

observed in particular in wetting layers [32]. However,
PL decay times of the majority spins are almost constant
for the excitation power in all samples with different QW
thicknesses. Therefore, the Auger scattering does not sig-
nificantly affect the time response of the spin dynamics at
the excited coupled states. This is reasonable since the QW
thickness is much larger than that of a wetting layer and
the density of the excited coupled states is also relatively
large. In addition, we excite the layered GaAs barriers
with the light penetration depth being several hundred nm.
The large number of photo-excited carriers or excitons
diffuse toward the substrate since the coupled structure
is grown at the relatively top side of the layered sample
with the 40-nm-thick GaAs capping barrier. Slight influ-
ences of the Auger effect at those excited states can be
additionally included in the above nonradiative decaying
process.

These simulations demonstrate that moderate degrees of
the state filling can lead to constant CPD values as a func-
tion of time in the light emission, combined with a proper
τ eff

tr value. The state filling of lower-energy majority-spin
states in surrounding QDs can block the energy relaxation
of the majority spins from the ES, as well as block the
intradot relaxation into the GS. However, minority spins
can relax to the above lower-energy states if those states
are not fully occupied. Therefore, the total spin polariza-
tion is not degraded in the QD ensemble as the minority
spins are removed from the ESs (first ES) detected by the
time-resolved PL, i.e., transferred into the ground states
(GS) in single dots, just after the flipping from the majority
spin state. This mechanism clearly explains the previous
difference in time-resolved PL decay time between the dif-
ferent polarizations, shown in Fig. 3(c). Detailed energy
levels and the corresponding coupled states are explained
in the Supplemental Material [33]. The temporal evolu-
tion of the circularly polarized PL at the ground states
associated with the above transient circular polarizations

at the excited states is also discussed in the Supplemental
Material [33].

Figure 5 shows the least-square fittings of the rate equa-
tions for the circularly polarized time-resolved PL, with a
convolution calculation of the instrumental time-response
curve for the excitation laser pulse. The nonmonotonic
and characteristic time responses of the CPD as well as
circularly polarized transient PL intensities can be fully
expressed. A combination of only two fitting parameters,
τ eff

tr and state filling, can explain all PL decay curves with
both polarizations, and consequently the resultant CPD as
a function of the time.

Figure 6 shows τ eff
tr deduced from the fittings as a

function of the excitation power for all samples. The
value of τ eff

tr increases with the decrease of t, indicating a
lower transfer rate, which can be attributed to the weaker
coupling of the electron wavefunctions among QDs. In
addition, τ eff

tr increases with the excitation power, as the

FIG. 6. Effective spin transfer time τ eff
tr as a function of the

excitation power for various QW thicknesses t = 6 nm (green
squares), 10 nm (blue triangles), and 20 nm (red circles).
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state-filling effect at lower-energy minority spin states
becomes more significant, which can prevent the trans-
fer of minority spins among QDs. It should be noted that
the state filling is an essential property for a sufficiently
small QD with a discrete density of spin-split states. An
enhanced tunneling of an electron spin among laterally
aligned QDs is induced by the adjusted 2D QW potential;
a thicker QW promotes an enhanced tunneling. The time-
constant PL CPD, i.e., persistent spin polarization during
emissions at excited spin states in these QD ensembles
with properly designed QWs is achieved by a combination
of the above two parameters, an interdot spin transfer rate
and state filling in particular for the minority spins.

IV. CONCLUSION

Optical spin orientation and subsequent time-resolved
PL spectroscopy with discriminating spin states are per-
formed to study the spin dynamics at excited spin-
split states in unique QD-QW hybrid nanosystems of
(In1-xGax)As with various QW thicknesses. Rate equa-
tions considering the interdot spin transfer rate are used
to explain the observed results aided by 3D calculations
of the electron wavefunction. We observe an almost time-
constant and thus temporally persistent high spin polariza-
tion up to 70% during the PL emission at excited states
of (In1-xGax)As QDs laterally tunnel coupled through the
2D QW potential with a sufficient thickness. This tem-
porally constant spin polarization can be sustained by a
spatial transfer of minority spins among QDs, where the
minority spins after the spin flip from the majority spins
are selectively removed by the transfer process; therefore,
the total spin polarization is maintained. This selective spin
transfer is a function of the excited spin density, which
can be attributed to a moderate state filling of lower-
energy spin sublevels in surrounding QDs. These find-
ings show that the transient behavior of the electron-spin
polarization, depending on the lateral coupling strength
of the spin-polarized wavefunctions, can be intention-
ally and precisely controlled by the QW thickness of the
designed QD-QW hybrid nanostructure. In addition, this
suggests that these QD-QW hybrid nano-spin-systems are
of significance for future developments of spin-functional
optical devices. Furthermore, the concept of laterally cou-
pled high-density QDs with properly designed QWs could
be useful for various promising devices such as a high-
performance QD laser [34] and QD-based memory [35].
It is also worth noting that solid-state quantum informa-
tion processing requires a QD-based two-spin-level system
with a precisely controlled coupling of the electron wave-
functions. Using the present coupled QD-QW structures,
the interdot coupling can be controlled by applying an
electric field normal to the layered structure. The potential

shape of the QW along the thickness direction can be effi-
ciently modified by the electric field, which can decouple
the electron wavefunctions between QDs.
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